
Scattergories 3 

Questions by Will Nediger and Jaimie Carlson 

Round 2 

1. The verb “vuln” refers to an action most commonly performed in heraldic depictions of these 

animals. Saint Thomas Aquinas’s hymn “Adoro te devote” [ah-DOH-roh tay day-VOH-tay] 

compares Jesus to one of these animals before asking him to “wash my filthiness.” This animal 

appears on the coats of arms of both Corpus Christi College, Cambridge and Corpus Christi College, 

Oxford. In the Middle Ages, these birds were thought to stab themselves in the (*) chest to feed their 

chicks with their blood if no other food was available, so they came to symbolize the Eucharist. A jewel 

representing one of these birds hangs from Elizabeth I’s neck in a portrait by Nicholas Hilliard. Drake’s ship 

the Golden Hind was initially named after this bird. For 10 points, name this bird with a distinctive throat 

pouch. 

ANSWER: pelicans 

<WN> 

2. This is the first substantive word in the title of an essay which quotes from literature sent from the 

Save Europe Now Committee suggesting that food should be donated to worse-off countries. An 

essay whose title begins with this word argues that Gulliver’s Travels is a great work of art even 

though it expresses a reactionary outlook that considers science to be useless. An essay whose title 

begins with this word quotes from a letter to the Tribune which compares “the British lion’s roar” to 

that of Bottom in A Midsummer Night’s Dream. That essay, which includes a parodic (*) translation 

of the passage from Ecclesiastes about how “the race is not to the swift,” proposes a set of rules before 

saying that people should “break any of these rules sooner than say anything barbarous.” For 10 points, name 

this thing which is paired with “the English language” in the title of a George Orwell essay.  

ANSWER: politics [accept “The Politics of Starvation,” “Politics vs. Literature: An Examination of 

Gullliver’s Travels,” or “Politics and the English Language”] 

<WN> 

3. Relational artist Rirkrit Tiravanija [rook-reet tee-rah-wah-neet] used this technique to make 

bonsai trees on Brancusi-inspired [brin-KOOSH-“inspired”] bases inside a maze in a Hong Kong 

installation. Rob and Nick Carter used this technique to replicate a Jacob de Gheyn painting in 

Kensington Park. Triangular tessellated patterns were used in “Liberty Leading the People” and 

“The Birth of Venus,” two fashion collections by Danit Peleg made using this technique. Instead of 

using PVC pipes, Theo Jansen [TAY-oh YAWN-sen] switched to making miniature Strandbeests by 

“injecting their (*) digital DNA” into machines for this technique, which typically take in STL files. 

Amateur artists often share designs for this technique on Pinshape or Thingiverse and might create them 

using Makerbots. For 10 points, name this artistic or engineering technique in which melted plastic filament is 

extruded in layers to build up a structure. 

ANSWER: 3D printing [prompt on rapid prototyping or additive deposition] 

<JC> 

 

 



4. In the preface to a play, this author wrote that it was intended to be performed on Mars because 

“theatregoers on planet earth would find it unendurable.” That play by this author, which ends with 

an apocalyptic verse epilogue called “The Last Night,” features commentary by characters named 

the Optimist and the Grumbler. This author wrote “the strangest great play ever written,” according 

to a heavily-footnoted book of translations by Jonathan (*) Franzen titled for this author’s “project.” 

This author’s nearly 600-page-long play The Last Days of Mankind uses his technique of simply directly quoting 

absurd statements from his country’s newspapers, a technique which he also used in his own newspaper, Die 

Fackel [dee FAH-kull]. For 10 points, name this Viennese anti-war satirist of the early 20th century. 

ANSWER: Karl Kraus 

<WN> 

5. This food turned out to be the contents of the pouch of “Captain Pouch,” who promised during 

the Midland Revolt against enclosure that the contents of his pouch would protect his supporters 

from harm. The current President of Somalia, Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed, is nicknamed for his 

love of this food. Barley bread and this food were used in a form of Anglo-Saxon trial by ordeal called 

corsned. To pass the time at the Congress of (*) Vienna, Talleyrand proposed a friendly contest in which 

each country entered a food of this type. In his diary, Samuel Pepys [peeps] recalls burying some of this food 

during the Great Fire of London. Charles de Gaulle once asked “How can you govern a country which has 

two hundred and forty-six varieties of [this food]?” For 10 points, name this type of food whose varieties 

include Roquefort and Brie. 

ANSWER: cheese 

<WN> 

6. This character is the subject of the best-known poem by the satirist who wrote Amusements 

Serious and Comical, Calculated for the Meridian of London. This poetic character happens to share 

his name with a detective based on G. K. Chesterton and created by John Dickson Carr. This 

character is supposedly a reference to a dean of Christ Church, Oxford, who expelled Tom Brown 

but offered to reverse the expulsion if he could produce an impromptu translation of (*) Martial’s 32nd 

epigram, which begins “Non amo te, Sabidi” [“known” ah-moh tay sah-bee-dee]. A quatrain about this man 

includes the line “But this I know, and know full well.” For 10 points, name this doctor who is told “I do not 

like thee” in a nursery rhyme. 

ANSWER: Dr. Fell 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Note to players: Description acceptable. Note to moderators: You should probably familiarize yourself with the answerline before 

starting the tossup. 

7. The introduction to a different book tells the reader that, if they run into the author of this book, 

they should tell him an anecdote about a man who goes around dropping slabs on dogs in the street. 

When the protagonist of that book meets a character from this book named Alvaro Tarfe, he makes 

Tarfe sign an affidavit that they have never met before. According to one theory, this book was 

written by Gerónimo de (*) Passamonte, who inspired the character of Ginés de Pasamonte in a related 

book. This book, which may have been written by a group of Lope de Vega’s friends, was published under 

the pseudonym Alonso Fernández de Avellaneda. For 10 points, name this book published in 1614 as an 

unauthorized follow-up to a classic novel by Miguel de Cervantes. 

ANSWER: Alonso Fernández de Avellaneda’s spurious sequel to Don Quixote [or Second Volume of 

the Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote of La Mancha; or the false Quixote; accept anything indicating 

that it’s an unauthorized sequel to Don Quixote; DO NOT accept or prompt on “Don Quixote, Part Two” or 

other answers implying it’s Cervantes’s own sequel, but you can accept just “the sequel to Don Quixote” 

after the word “unauthorized” is read; accept Alonso Fernández de Avellaneda’s sequel to Don Quixote 

before “Alonso”]  

<WN> 

8. A composer with this surname used the titles “Orange,” “Yellow,” “Red,” and “Wine” for the 

movements of a composition for chamber orchestra inspired by a visit to the MoMA, entitled 

Finding Rothko. Another composer with this surname was commissioned by the wealthy actress 

Albertine Zehme to write a composition for her voice. A composer with this surname is best known 

for his collaborations with the lyricist Alain Boublil on musicals like Miss Saigon and (*) Les 

Misérables. An ensemble consisting of a flute, clarinet, violin, cello, and piano is named after a work by a 

composer with this surname. That work sets Otto Erich Hartleben’s translations of a series of Albert Giraud 

poems, and is about a stock character from commedia dell’arte in the moonlight. For 10 points, identify this 

surname of the composer of Pierrot Lunaire. 

ANSWER: Schoenberg [accept Adam Schoenberg or Claude-Michel Schönberg or Arnold Schoenberg] 

<WN> 

9. A member of this profession is addressed in a poem which describes “sex fingers toes in the 

marketplace near your father’s church.” Another poem addressed to a member of this profession 

notes that “my Crescent City is where your speech alone is understood” after comparing his voice to 

“an enormous yes.” The speaker of a poem named after a member of this profession goes to the 

Golden Griffin and buys a book of Verlaine poems for Patsy. That poem is set at (*) “12:20 in New 

York a Friday three days after Bastille Day,” the day that a member of this profession died, and is by Frank 

O’Hara. For 10 points, name this profession of the addressees of Philip Larkin’s “For Sidney Bechet” and 

Michael S. Harper’s “Dear John, Dear Coltrane.” 

ANSWER: jazz musicians [accept blues musicians; prompt on musicians or singers or saxophonists or 

clarinetists by asking “In what genre?”] 

<WN> 

 

 



10. The teen detective Wendy Hale disguises herself as her twin brother of this first name in order to 

seduce Sis in Guy Maddin’s Brand Upon the Brain! A character with this surname watches Feathers 

modeling a revealing costume at the end of a film in which he deputizes the drunkard Dude on the 

condition that he can remain sober. That character with this surname is the sheriff played by John 

Wayne in Rio Bravo. A character with this six-letter name muses that “as long as the (*) roots are not 

severed, all is well” in response to a question about using temporary incentives to stimulate growth. That 

character, who repeatedly says “I like to watch” in reference to his TV-watching habits, walks on water while 

the President says that “life is a state of mind” at the end of a Hal Ashby film. For 10 points, the gardener 

played by Peter Sellers in Being There shares what name with the rapper behind the mixtape Coloring Book? 

ANSWER: Chance 

<WN> 

11. This activity names a topic model in natural language processing which improves on latent 

Dirichlet [deer-uh-CLAY] allocation by directly modeling correlations between topics. In a novel 

named after this activity, the sickly priest Isak is imprisoned when a member of his church is caught 

reciting the Lord’s Prayer. Players of this activity can win so-called “special prizes,” which are often 

novelty items (*) shrink-wrapped in plastic and which are generally sold for cash at a nearby establishment. 

This activity titles a 2017 novel about a Korean family in Japan, written by Min Jin Lee. This activity is only 

significantly popular in Taiwan and in its home country, where ethnic Koreans run the majority of the 

establishments where it is played. For 10 points, name this Japanese arcade game played in namesake parlors 

using devices similar to pinball machines. 

ANSWER: pachinko [accept pachinko allocation model; prompt on gambling or arcade games] 

<WN> 

12. Various characters, many of whom are named Schlumm, travel through this place in an Antoine 

Volodine book consisting of seven interconnected novellas. A novel set mostly in this place includes 

a lieutenant who refers to his slaves as SHARDS of coal because they are black and give him 

“abundant Heat.” In that novel, a “firesound” accompanies the “matterlightblooming 

phenomenon” that occurs when people leave this place. In that novel, residents of this place like (*) 

Hans Vollman and Roger Bevins III have their names written in lowercase to indicate when they are 

speaking. Willie inhabits this place in the novel that won the 2017 Booker Prize. For 10 points, name this 

transitional state from the Tibetan Book of the Dead, which is the setting of a George Saunders novel about 

Abraham Lincoln’s son. 

ANSWER: the Bardo [prompt on the Oak Hill Cemetery, in which Lincoln in the Bardo is also technically 

mostly set] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 



13. A binary relation named after these things densely orders the domain, according to one of the 

axioms of point-free geometry. According to the Weak Supplementation Principle, given the 

existence of one of these things, there exists another one of these things which doesn’t overlap the 

first one. To illustrate a doctrine named after these things, Peter van Inwagen imagined Descartes 

losing his left leg. Perdurantism [per-DOO-runt-izm] is the view that individuals have (*) “temporal” 

varieties of these things. An entity which has these things, which themselves also have these things, is known 

as “gunk.” An atom or a simple is an object which lacks the “proper” variety of these things. For 10 points, 

mereology studies the relationship between what things and wholes? 

ANSWER: parts [accept proper parts or arbitrary undetached parts] 

<WN> 

14. This novel’s protagonist turns two chapels into representations of Heaven and Hell using a fire-

stone and a star-stone, respectively. When this novel’s protagonist decides to create a “Jew’s 

Cabbala,” some incorporeal spirits tell her that the soul of anyone living and dead can serve as her 

scribe, and she selects the soul of this novel’s author because all the other philosophers are too 

conceited or set in their ways. A large portion of this novel consists of a newly anointed Empress 

asking scientific and philosophical questions of characters like the “bear-men” and the (*) “fish-

men.” At one point in this novel, two characters’ souls simultaneously enter the body of the author’s 

husband, the 1st Duke of Newcastle. A 2014 Siri Hustvedt novel is named after this 1666 work. For 10 

points, name this piece of utopian proto-science fiction by Margaret Cavendish. 

ANSWER: The Blazing World [or A Description of a New World, Called The Blazing-World] 

<WN> 

15. After her death, the rights to this author’s major work were sold extremely cheaply to the 

publishers Ward, Lock and Tyler, who insisted on removing her obituary from the book so that 

readers would assume she was still alive and contributing to it. This author’s biographer Kathryn 

Hughes speculated that her death at the age of 28 was caused by her husband Samuel contracting 

syphilis from a prostitute and passing it to her. That husband of this author founded Boy’s Own 

Magazine, the first boys’ magazine. This author plagiarized extensively from people like Hannah (*) 

Glasse and Eliza Acton in her major book, which contains an extensive “Analytical Index” and despite its title 

spends around 900 pages on recipes and few pages on anything else. For 10 points, name this Victorian 

author of an influential namesake “book of household management.” 

ANSWER: Mrs. Isabella (Mary) Beeton [or Isabella Mary Mayson] 

<WN> 

16. These are the second title objects of a 2018 Hammer Museum exhibit of Victor Hugo’s drawings, 

a number of which are named for these objects. A movement named after the French word for these 

things included artists like Wols, Hans Hartung, and Michel Tapié [tah-pee-AY], and was closely 

linked to art informel [arr ehn-for-MELL]. That movement, sometimes called lyrical abstraction, is 

often considered the European equivalent of abstract expressionism. A technique named for these 

things was adopted by Kenneth Noland and Morris Louis, but originally developed by an artist who 

used it for the (*) Nova Scotia-inspired painting Mountains and Sea. When preceded by the word “soak,” this 

word refers to a technique developed by Helen Frankenthaler. For 10 points, identify these things that lend 

their name to a type of colored glass often used for church windows. 

ANSWER: stains [accept the soak-stain technique or stained glass; prompt on tache or tachisme] 

<WN> 



17. A poet and politician who also worked in this profession created a poetic style he called 

exteriorismo [ex-tay-ree-oh-REECE-moh], which incorporates many concrete details from real life. 

That poet, who was unable to practice this profession from 1984 until 2019, incorporated concepts 

from quantum physics and cosmology into works like Cosmic Canticle and Pluriverse. The 

nickname of the poet of “The Conquered Banner,” Abram Joseph (*) Ryan, references his work in this 

profession also practiced by Ernesto Cardenal. A poet who worked in this profession had an unhappy time 

working as a professor in Ireland, inspiring a set of six poems including “No Worst, There Is None” and “I 

Wake and Feel,” his “terrible sonnets.” That poet who worked in this profession wrote a poem about a 

“dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon” using sprung rhythm, entitled “The Windhover.” For 10 points, the poet 

Gerard Manley Hopkins also worked in what profession? 

ANSWER: Catholic priests [or Jesuit priests; prompt on clergy] 

<WN> 

18. This man once called architecture “the last fortress of metaphysics.” Architecture influenced by 

this man’s theories was the subject of a 1988 MoMA exhibition curated by Mark Wigley and Philip 

Johnson. Bernard Tschumi invited this man to collaborate with an American architect on an entry 

for the Parc de la Villette design competition, and the resulting entry was inspired by Plato’s idea of 

the khora. An architectural movement named in reference to this man’s theories is exemplified by 

the (*) Imperial War Museum North, designed by Daniel Libeskind, and many works by Peter Eisenman and 

Frank Gehry. That movement whose name references this man’s theories is characterized by a distorted, 

fragmented style. For 10 points, name this philosopher whose ideas influenced deconstructivist architecture. 

ANSWER: Jacques Derrida 

<WN> 

19. A book whose subtitle refers to this action discusses “The Branded,” a group of friends the 

author had at Hunter College High School while growing up as a child of Caribbean immigrants in 

New York. The author of the novel Autisterna prompted Stieg Larsson to perform this action in the 

late 70s. An author may have performed this action in order to distance himself from one of the 

judges in the Salem witch trials. The subtitle of (*) Audre Lorde’s “biomythography” Zami refers to this 

action. Ernest Hemingway’s granddaughter performed this action in honor of the wine that her parents were 

drinking the night that she was conceived, Château Margaux. For 10 points, name this action which Nathaniel 

Hawthorne performed by adding the letter “w.” 

ANSWER: changing the spelling of their name [prompt on changing their name, and accept any 

description mentioning adding or subtracting letters from their name] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 

 



20. This artist left one of the hands in his Woman Wading in a Pond in a sketchy state, so it was 

finished by a later painter, which may have also happened with the hands in his depiction of 

Lucretia. A book by Henri Nouwen [“Henry” NOH-un] highlights the fact that a man in one of this 

artist’s paintings has a feminine-looking right hand and a masculine-looking left hand. Peter 

Greenaway argued that, in a painting by this artist featuring a man holding one of his gloves, both of 

that man’s gloves are right-handed. In a painting by this artist, the shadow of a man’s hand appears 

to be grabbing the (*) crotch of a lieutenant holding a ceremonial lance. A man with a red cloak places his 

hands on the back of his kneeling son in a painting by this artist. Another of his paintings includes an 

anatomically-inaccurate depiction of Aris Kindt’s left hand. For 10 points, name this artist of The Return of the 

Prodigal Son, The Anatomy Lesson and The Night Watch. 

ANSWER: Rembrandt (Harmenszoon) van Rijn 

<WN> 

21. James Baldwin compared this event to “burning down the house in order, at last, to be free of it.” 

In a 2018 Q&A in The Village Voice, J. Michael Lennon, the authorized biographer of the man who 

performed this action, had to be reminded about it by the interviewer. This event took place at a 

party whose guests were largely homeless people and the few members of New York City’s elite who 

accepted (*) George Plimpton’s invitation. That party was held to launch an author’s planned mayoral 

campaign. This incident occurred after its perpetrator was told that he wasn’t as good as Dostoevsky by its 

victim, Adele Morales. For 10 points, name this 1960 act of violence committed by the author of The Naked 

and the Dead. 

ANSWER: Norman Mailer stabbing his wife [accept Norman Mailer stabbing Adele Morales before 

“Morales”] 

<WN> 

22. A shot of one of these objects is briefly superimposed on top of the slow overhead zoom onto the 

motel at the beginning of William Friedkin’s Bug. In an extremely creepy deleted scene from Twin 

Peaks: Fire Walk with Me, Laura slowly grins as she becomes transfixed by one of these objects 

speaking in the voice of BOB. A shot of a helicopter passing by and then a shot of one of these 

objects are superimposed on top of the image of the upside-down face of a soldier lying in bed as 

The (*) Doors’ song “The End” plays in the opening sequence of Apocalypse Now. In a scene from Indiana 

Jones and the Temple of Doom, a Thuggee assassin is strangled when one end of Indy’s whip is around his neck 

and the other is entangled in one of these objects. For 10 points, name this type of object which nearly slices 

up Charlie Bucket in the “fizzy lifting drinks” scene from Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory.  

ANSWER: ceiling fans [accept exhaust fans] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 



23. A book entitled Beyond [this object] discusses the manipulation of religion by male elites and 

was written by Fatema Mernissi. These objects metaphorically title a book about “honor and poetry 

in a Bedouin society” by Lila Abu-Lughod. The last chapter of a book predicts that “anon in His 

good time America shall” destroy this object, before imagining children singing “Let us cheer the 

weary traveller.” A chapter called “Of Our (*) Spiritual Strivings” likens this object to a visual 

manifestation of the “color-line,” and argues that people born with this object are “gifted with second-sight” 

which the author equates with “double consciousness.” For 10 points, name this type of object which is used 

as a metaphor for racial dynamics in America in The Souls of Black Folk by W. E. B. Du Bois [doo BOYS].  

ANSWER: veils [accept Beyond the Veil or Veiled Sentiments] 

<WN> 

24. A performance involving musical instruments attached to these animals was created by composer 

Nathaniel Mann and trainer Pete Petravicius. Pépio and Gourouli dance a pas de deux imitating a 

pair of these animals at the beginning of a Louis Mérante ballet with music by André Messager, 

whose Frederick Ashton adaptation uses live examples of these animals. They’re not magpies, but 

some lyrics about these animals are followed by a chorus of women singing the words “let,” “Lucy,” 

and “Lily” in various combinations. A song named for these animals notes that “life is skittles and 

life is beer” because (*) “spring is here.” That song named for these animals rhymes “try and hide” with 

“cyanide” and “quickenin’” with “strychnine.” In his vision of the Holy Ghost in Virgil Thomson’s Four 

Saints in Three Acts, Ignatius of Loyola sings about these animals “on the grass alas.” For 10 points, Tom 

Lehrer alliteratively sang about “poisoning” what birds “in the park”? 

ANSWER: pigeons 

<WN> 

TB. This place’s respectability is described as having “a suspicious odor like Tartuffe after 

confession” in a chapter called “Present Progress.” The discovery of a piece of a shroud with the 

letters LAVBESP on it in this place is recounted in a description of Bruneseau’s visit to this place. A 

passage which describes this place as being home to “the mask of Basil” and “Scapin’s false nose” 

calls it “the (*) conscience of the city.” This place is discussed in detail in a section called “The Intestine of 

the Leviathan” in Part 5 of an 1862 novel. After tearing off a piece of a man’s clothing, Thénardier lets the 

protagonist out of this location. For 10 points, name this location through which Jean Valjean carries Marius’s 

unconscious body in Les Misérables. 

ANSWER: Paris sewer system 

<WN> 


